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Welcome to this second edition of AI & Robotics.  Since our first forum in Oxford
there’s hardly been a day without an attention-grabbing AI headline. From Musk,
Zuckerberg, to Putin, from autonomous lorries and sex dolls to this week’s cover of
the Economist, there’s nowhere to hide from machines, robots and AI.

We’re not here today to feed the hype, what we have set out for you is not a science
fiction inspired dreamscape of a possible far off future. You’ll find our feet are firmly
planted in the real world. Our busy schedule of presentations, demonstrations,
discussions and debates looks at how robotics and AI are being used right here, right
now in business and across organisations you know, recognise and trust. Our aim is
to create a forum where all of you – scientists, business leaders and the builders of
human capital – can collaborate to achieve innovation and disruption.  We’re here to
share knowledge and to connect you, and we hope that today will kick start
conversations that will generate new ideas and opportunities for your organisations. 

To the many contributors that have worked tirelessly to create this programme I
would like to extend my sincerest thanks. I applaud in particular the generosity of our
speakers who have given their time and are sharing their knowledge. A very special
thanks also to our commercial sponsors for their support. Leaders in the field of AI,
they are your joint hosts with us and their committed support – in term of finance,
intelligence and energy – has underpinned what I hope you will agree is a stand out
programme.

Chris Wood, Managing Director, Connect Business Media
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Plenary Session
9.00 Chairman’s welcome 

Anton Fishman, MD, Fishman & Partners 

Strategies for success:  How AI can
re-start growth and business profitability
Mark Purdy, Managing Director of Economic 
Research, Accenture Research

Boldness, Brexit and the £Billion fund.  The 
facts behind the UK’s technology strategy
Professor Philip Bond, UK Council for Science
& Technology

Helping money make the world go round.  
How AI underpins safety, security, data 
quality and profitable operations for 
London Stock Exchange
Chris Corrado, Group Chief Operating Officer and 
Chief Information Officer, London Stock Exchange 
Group (LSE)

10:45 Refreshments and AI in Action

11:15 Trailblazers
Meet the trailblazers that are using AI to enhance 
human experience. 

Chair: Pete Trainor, Co-founder, US AI Ltd and 
Chair of the BIMA AI Think Tank

Panellists:
Angie Ma, COO, ASI Data Science
Maxine Mackintosh, Co-Founder, One Healthtech
Anna Gát, Founder, Head of Product - IXY

In conversation with:
Stephen Metcalfe, MP, Joint Chair of the All Party 
Parliamentary Group for AI and Chair of the 
Parliamentary & Scientific Committee

Transforming business and customer 
engagement with AI
Navin Sabharwal, Fellow & Chief Architect, HCL
DRYiCE Autonomics Practice

16:30                     SESSION 3
TRANSFORMING CLIENT AND CUSTOMER
OPERATIONS: HOW AI MAKES IT HAPPEN

A Prudential future: How AI is underpinning long term
business value for one of the world’s biggest insurers
Michael Natusch, Global Head of AI, Prudential

Better, faster and ultimately more human: Why AI is better
for PwC’s clients, consultants and business performance
Michael Rendell, Head of Innovation and Transformation,
PricewaterhouseCoopers

14:30                     SESSION 1 
HUMAN-IN-THE-LOOP: HOW PEOPLE AND AI
TOGETHER CAN TRANSFORM CX, BUSINESS

PERFORMANCE AND CORPORATE LIFE

AI-Driven Business Transformation: Getting the best from
artificial and human intelligence combined
Gerard Frith, Chairman of Matter and Chief Strategy Officer,
Chelsea Apps Factory

Chatbots & your customers: A realistic look at using AI and
machine learning
Chris Ezekiel, Founder & CEO, Creative Virtual

Virtual humans: The future role of AI-driven chatbots
across your organisations
David Burden, Managing Director, Daden

STREAM 1 STREAM 2

14:30                    SESSION 2 
OUR AI ENABLED FUTURE:

HOW ENTREPRENEURS AND 
TECHNOLOGISTS ARE SHAPING OUR WORLD

Entrepreneurs in the driving seat:  How open platforms
will accelerate innovation in autonomous driving
Mark Preston, F1 and Formula Electric guru, entrepreneur
and automotive engineer, StreetDrone 

The next big game: From chessboards to quiz shows and
computers that think like brains
Peter Waggett, Emerging Technologies Director, IBM

Developing robots that work in our world: Programming
morals, manners and business etiquette
Nigel Crook, Head of Computing and Communication
Technologies, Mechanical Engineering and Mathematical
Sciences, Oxford Brookes University

16:30                     SESSION 4 
BETTER AND FASTER:  HOW AI CREATES
BUSINESS AGILITY AND PRODUCTIVITY

Five ways to fix the machine: How ‘convergent
relationships’ create organisations that work 
Frank Nigriello, Director of Corporate Affairs, Unipart Group

Never off the shelf:  The retailer that’s spearheading
bespoke AI and robotics to transform operational
performance and competitiveness
Alex Harvey, Head of Robotics and Autonomous Systems,
Ocado

16:00 Refreshments and AI in Action

17:30 Drinks Reception - An evening with the Foundation for Responsible Robotics' co-directors; 
ethicist, Aimee van Wynsberghe and roboticist, Prof Noel Sharkey.

13:00 Lunch and AI in Action

Agenda Summary
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9.00 Chairman’s welcome 
Anton Fishman, MD, Fishman & Partners 

Anton is a change management expert with over 30 years’ experience. A transformational specialist in HR, talent development and culture, he advises HR leaders and other senior executives 
on the cultural and workplace impacts of new technology.

Strategies for success:  How AI can re-start growth and business profitability
Mark Purdy, Managing Director of Economic Research, Accenture Research

The steady decline in business profitability across multiple industries threatens to erode future investment, innovation and shareholder value.  But help is at hand from a new factor of 
production - artificial intelligence - which promises a second age of business growth and profitability.  New research from Accenture shows that, by 2035, AI has the potential to boost 
profitability by an average 38% and generate an economic boost of $14 trillion for the world economy.  This will only happen if organisations adopt a ‘people first’ mind-set and take bold 
but responsible steps to apply AI technologies to their business.

•   16 industries, 12 economies – research reveals who’s best placed to benefit from AI
•   Seize the day – proven strategies for making the most of your AI opportunities
•   A people-centric approach – why ‘people first’ is the watchword for successful AI applications
•   Achieving balance – why boldness must be tempered with responsibility in pursuit of AI goals

Mark is co-author of Accenture’s latest study, ‘Why Artificial Intelligence is the Future of Growth’ and has published widely in specialist business media.  Alongside the impacts of new 
technologies his research examines issues at the intersection of macroeconomics and business, including globalisation, economic growth, and jobs. Before joining Accenture, he was an 
economic advisor at the UK Competition Commission, the Consumers’ Association and Ireland’s National Economic and Social Council. He has a Masters in economics from Trinity
College, Dublin.

Boldness, Brexit and the £Billion fund.  The facts behind the UK’s technology strategy
Professor Philip Bond, UK Council for Science & Technology

The digital economy – with the evolution of AI at its heart – is creating jobs almost three times faster than the rest of the UK economy.  So, as you’d expect Government is investing 
heavily to support it.    Philip Bond, a member of the Government’s Council for Science & Technology since 2014, gives us the inside track on political thinking at the highest level and 
reveals how AI can not only take business forward, but solve many of the country’s economic and social ills too. 

•   The £billion fund – why the Government’s investment promise for competition and research in AI, robotics and automation can make the difference
•   Unlocking UK productivity – how AI can deliver a welcome boost to the UK’s productivity performance
•   Beyond big city fixations and the north/south divide – why AI entrepreneurism isn’t a big business, London-centric game
•   Beyond Brexit – what Government and industry must do to keep the UK ahead in a research field characterised by cross-border collaboration

Philip Bond is visiting Professor in the Departments of Engineering Mathematics and Computer Science at Bristol University, a Visiting Fellow in the Oxford Industrial and Applied 
Mathematics Centre at the University of Oxford and Director of the Quantitative Software Consultancy.  He advises the Prime Minister on AI and technology policy and helped to shape 
the UK’s strategy for robotics and autonomous systems. He has degrees in physics, applied non-linear analysis, finance and pure mathematics. 

Agenda



Helping money make the world go round.  How AI underpins safety, security, data quality and profitable operations for London Stock Exchange
Chris Corrado, Group Chief Operating Officer and Chief Information Officer, London Stock Exchange Group (LSE)

Headquartered in London and operating worldwide, LSE is a diversified international market infrastructure and capital markets business at the heart of the world's financial community.  
Over a year ago it undertook to build an AI infrastructure that would help enhance its markets, while exploring a variety of other areas with the potential to make employees smarter and to 
improve the productivity and efficiency of its operations. This is a multi-year effort that’s set to transform every aspect of how LSE works.  In this presentation Chris highlights early 
successes and valuable lessons learned at the sharp end of business-focused AI innovation.

•   From market surveillance to security – how LSE is using analytics to police its networks and maintain a fair marketplace 
•   Market operations and IT platforms – AI’s role in reducing operational cost, enhancing customer experience and maintaining the trading platforms the financial world relies upon
•   From unstructured data to business information – how AI manages the transformation with accuracy, consistency and speed to underpin a powerful revenue stream for LSE
•   R&D and open innovation – how LSE built its AI capability by tackling solvable problems with enthusiastic teams – and relegated cost reduction to the bottom of its priority list

Chris has more than 30 years’ experience in managing technology platforms and transformational change in financial services. Before joining LSE in 2015 he was Managing Director of MSCI 
and has held senior CTO roles with leading banks including Morgan Stanley, Deutsche Bank, Merrill Lynch and UBS. He has also worked for high growth technology companies including eBay, 
AT&T and Asurion.  Chris began his career at IBM and graduated with a BS in Management Information Systems & Business Administration from the University of New York. 

10:45 Refreshments and AI in Action

11:15 Trailblazers
Meet the trailblazers that are harnessing AI to enhance human experience. From healthcare, to communication, conflict resolution and improved emergency response services, find out how AI 
is releasing our potential through human focused tech.

Chair: Pete Trainor, Co-founder, US AI London and AI Think Tank Chairman, BIMA
Author, technologist, accidental polymath and mental health campaigner Peter Trainor chairs BIMA’s AI Think Tank charged with looking at how AI can enhance human life and work. Over the 
past three years he’s helped pioneer an entirely new approach to AI focused services that looks at ‘self-evolving systems’ and ‘minimum viable personality’ to help solve societal and human 
issues. His best selling book ‘Hippo-Human Focused Digital’ takes a philosophical look at technology and design, challenging us to look at ourselves when designing future technologies.  He is a 
regular national press commentator on emerging technologies and tech markets.

Angie Ma, COO, ASI Data Science
AI Assisted triage

ASI’s mission is to let everyone harness the benefit of
AI. One piece of their work is speeding up the
assessment and triage operations that allow London

Fire Brigade to get help to people fast. Find out about how AI is
fighting fires and helping other humanitarian organisations,
including Breast Cancer Research, Amnesty International and The
World Bank, achieve their goals. 

ASI’s Chief Operating Officer, Angie May, is passionate about
applying AI to solve real world problems.  She is a physicist by
training and was a researcher in nanotechnology developing optical
detection for medical diagnostics.  She is also programme director
of Strata London, a premier thought leader in the data space.

Panellists

Maxine Mackintosh, Co-Founder, One Healthtech
Data saves lives

Maxine’s research uses novel analytics approaches and routinely
collected data from electronic health records to potentially
revolutionise our ability to predict dementia.  She is an advocate

of digital health approaches and maintains that data analysis has the
potential to transform traditional approaches to healthcare – instead of
waiting for people to get sick and treating them, we can anticipate health
risks and avoid them.

By day Maxine works on her PhD in dementia and data science at UCL.  By
night she’s the Co-Founder of One HealthTech, the network she founded to
support women and others from diverse backgrounds to build careers in
health innovation.  Her professional work has led her to the Royal Society,
Roche, L’Oréal, the Department for International Development and the NHS.  

Anna Gát, Founder, Head of Product - IXY 
Conflict free personal communication

IXY is an AI mediated chat app that boosts the
effectiveness of personal online communication.
When people chat online it’s easy for tempers to

flare. IXY supports rational conflict resolution to make for
peaceful communication.  Its founder says she’s working
towards world peace – one chat at a time.

IXY founder Anna Gat has brought her background in philosophy,
linguistics, dramaturgy, plus a passion for evolutionary biology
and game theory, to the creation of an app that combines
artificial and emotional intelligence to make online
communication peaceful, safe and humane.  The app is currently
in testing and a prototype will soon be ready for you to try.
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In conversation with Stephen Metcalfe, MP, Joint Chair of the All Party Parliamentary Group for AI and Chair of the Parliamentary & Scientific Committee

As co-Chair of the APPG on AI Stephen is passionate about shaping the debate about AI and how UK business can get ahead of the curve and stay there. As Chairman of the Parliamentary 
and Scientific Committee he is active in forging links between Parliament, science based industries and the academic world.  He also chaired the Science & Technology Committee in 
2016/17 and remains an enthusiastic member.  Stephen entered politics after a 25-year career in business and is MP for the Essex constituency of South Basildon & East Thurrock, a seat 
he has held since 2010, increasing his majority in the last General Election.

Using AI to transform the customer experience and your business operations
Navin Sabharwal, Fellow & Chief Architect, HCL DRYiCE Autonomics Practice

Today’s farsighted companies are using AI-powered technologies to deliver a highly refined customer experience across a wide range of traditional and digital channels – recognising 
customers, anticipating their needs, engaging proactively and providing differentiated services based on an intimate knowledge of who they are and what motivates them.  They’re also 
using it to capture and analyse customer insights that are the starting point for customer-focused business transformation.  Based on long experience at the coalface of AI innovation in 
customer experience, Navin’s presentation offers insights for organisations that want to establish profitable relationships with highly engaged customers – and build their business 
operations to support them.

•   Where to start – how to make customer engagement the fulcrum point for your AI strategy
•   From AI-enabled virtual assistants to the IoT – creating convenience for customers and efficiency for your operation
•   Customer insight – using individual and collective customer data to create effective products and services 

Navin is an innovator, author and consultant in areas of AI and machine learning, cloud computing, big data analytics, software product development, engineering and R&D.  As Chief 
Architect for DRYiCE Autonomics at HCL, he’s responsible for IP development and service delivery in key technology areas.  He is also the author of several best-selling books on cloud 
computing, automation and big data. 

13:00 Lunch and AI in Action
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STREAM 1 STREAM 2
14:30 SESSION 1

HUMAN-IN-THE-LOOP: HOW PEOPLE AND AI TOGETHER CAN 
TRANSFORM CX, BUSINESS PERFORMANCE AND CORPORATE LIFE

AI-Driven Business Transformation: Getting the best from artificial 
and human intelligence combined
Gerard Frith, Chairman of Matter AI & Chief Strategy Officer, Chelsea Apps Factory

AI is now a critical competitive factor to enable new engagement models, drive 
revenues, reduce costs and improve operational effectiveness. The question 
organisations must answer is how to accomplish this.  A collection of point solutions 
is unlikely to succeed.  Instead they must create competencies and methodologies for 
applying AI consistently across their business.

As always, we want technology that tackles a clear existing pain point, fits smartly 
into existing workflows, and is a pain killer rather than placebo. 

With this in mind, Gerard explains how the greatest gains will come from human-in-
the-loop intelligence amplification technologies that increase overall productivity, 
optimise costs, personalise solutions or help business develop new products and 
services.

•   Getting started – lean approaches to funding, implementing and getting ROI on AI
•   AI ready?  When organisations already question whether their staff are digitally 
    savvy, is expecting them also to be AI savvy a step too far?
•   Avoid being replaced – the skills that humans need and that AI can augment  

Gerard has been designing and leading the creation of AI systems since the mid-90’s.
A maverick of the digital world, he skates across the boundaries of innovation, 
leadership, strategy, product and technology to deliver AI-driven change. With a first-
class degree in AI, Gerard has championed its potential throughout a 20-year career in 
management consultancy and entrepreneurship. In 2013, he established Matter AI as 
the first technology agnostic AI consultancy in the UK, and now works as CSO for 
Chelsea Apps Factory where he helps clients define and deliver mobile experiences 
supporting digital transformation.

14:30 SESSION 2
OUR AI ENABLED FUTURE:  HOW ENTREPRENEURS AND 
TECHNOLOGISTS ARE SHAPING OUR WORLD

Entrepreneurs in the driving seat:  How open platforms will 
accelerate innovation in autonomous driving
Mark Preston, F1 and Formula Electric guru, entrepreneur and automotive 
engineer, StreetDrone 

The evolution of autonomous driving technologies is set to disrupt the global 
automotive industry and transform our lives. However, their development remains in 
the hands of a small number of automotive industry big players whose deep pockets 
give them a stranglehold on innovation.  The development of open platforms promises 
to open up the field, allowing smaller, entrepreneurial companies to get in on the 
autonomous driving act.  Mark Preston believes this will accelerate innovation and 
deliver a better, safer and more affordable self-drive revolution – faster. His 
presentation will evaluate progress so far and look ahead to an accelerated future.

•   Barriers to entry – why it’s been too hard for entrepreneurs to break the 
     stranglehold of the big players
•   Accessible innovation through open platforms – where it will come from and how it 
     will change the game
•   Open communities stimulate specialisation – how sharing ideas allows aspiring 
     developers to flourish as specialists
•   Closing the STEM skills gap – how openness allows academia to influence industry 
applications and helps future engineers acquire experience and skills

Combining engineering and design skills with formidable business acumen Mark has 
held key roles in several Formula 1 teams and founded the Super Aguri F1 team in just 
100 days.  More recently he’s created the TECHEETAH Formula E(lectric) Team, which 
has won two podium places in the third season of the Formula E Championship.  He is 
also co-founder of StreetDrone which, in partnership with Renault, is aiming to create 
the world’s first truly autonomous-ready vehicle platform.  

Agenda
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Chatbots & your customers: A realistic look at using AI and machine 
learning
Chris Ezekiel, Founder & CEO, Creative Virtual

Media hype and overpromising from some industry vendors have created unrealistic 
expectations for AI chatbots, whilst at the same time industry analysts are predicting 
significant increases in chatbots and virtual agents in the customer service space. 
What does this mean for organisations looking to improve digital customer 
engagement?

When it comes to AI, chatbots and virtual agents, enterprises need to make decisions
based on realistic expectations but shouldn’t shy away from incorporating this 
technology into their customer support strategy and plans. Chris draws on his 
extensive experience working with organisations around the globe to explain the 
realities of AI and machine learning in the world of enterprise chatbots.

•   Why chatbots need a combination of self-learning and human input to create 
    consistent and reliable support experiences
•   How humans and machines can work in harmony to provide perfect customer 
    service
•   What place AI and chatbots will have in the future of customer engagement

Chris Ezekiel has been working in the world of virtual agents since 2000 and founded 
Creative Virtual in November 2003. Employing his technical and entrepreneurial skills, 
and through the development of the enterprise level V-Person™ technology, he has 
established Creative Virtual as one of the world’s leading providers of virtual agents
and chatbots.

The next big game: From chessboards to quiz shows and computers 
that think like brains
Peter Waggett, Emerging Technologies Director, IBM

IBM has pioneered breakthrough technologies for decades, including Deep Blue in 
1997 and Watson in 2014. And it’s been more successful than most in converting these 
breakthroughs into commercial propositions that transform business.  Peter’s next 
challenge is to identify and develop ‘the next big thing’ for IBM.  He’ll talk about what 
that might be and how it’ll impact our lives. And he’ll provide insights on the process 
of invention and the hard-to-make step from science-led innovation to commercial 
application.  

•   From Kasparov to Jeopardy – how IBM uses competition to drive focused innovation
•   From chessboard to Playstation – how mind blowing technologies become life 
     changing products
•   A new way of thinking – how quantum and neuromorphic processing create 
     computers that think like humans 
•   The process of imagination – how IBM visions the future and makes it real

Peter has led IBM’s Emerging Technology Programme for 12 years and, in that time,
his team has delivered over 20 client projects and turned many research ideas into full 
scale software products, often working in collaboration with academia, industrial 
research partners and start-up organisations.  Peter also advises a range of academic 
research programmes and represents IBM on a range of technical and standards 
groups.  

Agenda
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Virtual humans: The future role of AI-driven chatbots across your 
organisations
David Burden, Managing Director, Daden

Our understanding of what artificial intelligence is and can achieve is at risk of being 
devalued by marketing hype that wantonly attaches the AI moniker to almost any 
‘merely clever’ system.  David purports that AI at its finest and most advanced tries to 
simulate human sentience and interaction with absolute conviction.  His presentation 
clarifies how far AI has advanced towards that goal and how much further it really has 
to go.  He’ll open our eyes to how a new generation of human-like chatbots are poised 
to take increasingly powerful roles in organisations – from the purveyors of teaching, 
to virtual mentors and the keepers of corporate memory.

•   From  smart algorithms to virtual  humans – enriching computational power with 
    profoundly human characteristics
•   The infinite teacher – how chatbots will transform company training and mentoring 
    programmes
•   The keeper of memory – the chatbots that will help organisations maintain and 
    share composite memories and meaningful histories
•   Virtual me – the advantages, ethics and dilemmas of creating virtual employees 
    that could live forever and work non-stop

David has been involved in AI, virtual reality and immersive environments since the 
1990s. He set up Daden in 2004 to help organisations explore and exploit the social and 
commercial potential of chatbots, AI and virtual environments. David has led 
collaborative research projects funded by InnovateUK and the MOD, and Daden has run 
two successful “covert Turing Test” studies – one with a 100% pass rate. David has 
authored over a dozen papers on virtual worlds and AI, and is currently writing a book 
on virtual humans.

Developing robots that work in our world: Programming morals, 
manners and business etiquette
Nigel Crook, Head of Computing and Communication Technologies, Mechanical 
Engineering and Mathematical Sciences Oxford Brookes University

As robots become more human-like, competent and intelligent our expectations of 
their behaviour are raised.  If they are to work with collaboratively with humans, 
robots must learn to live by a code of morals and manners that their team mates 
recognise and share.  But how do we teach machines to comprehend and practice a 
complex code of social mores, or for that matter, corporate behaviours, that have 
evolved over centuries and that even we find hard to define (just why is it wrong to turn 
your back to someone in a crowd or answer someone else’s mobile when it rings?).  
Nigel outlines two divergent approaches to teaching robots social and business 
etiquette and, drawing on research under way at Oxford Brookes, outlines practical 
applications.

•   ‘Business rules’ vs machine learning in robot education – how a combined 
     approach prevents your robot being an oaf on day one
•   Morals, manners and mores – defining the components of a socially collaborative 
     machine 
•   Get the rage off the road – the machine learning programme that’s turning 
     autonomous cars into gracious road users
•   When it’s tough to talk – how robots can interview children and victims of abuse 
     that find it tough to talk to adults in authority 

Nigel has more than 30 years’ experience as a lecturer in computer science and 
researcher in AI.  He currently leads research into cognitive robots at Oxford Brookes 
and is an expert reviewer and evaluator for the European Commission.  His research 
interests include biologically inspired machine learning, embodied conversational 
agents, social robotics and human-robot interaction. He graduated in computing and 
philosophy from Lancaster University and has a PhD in medical expert systems. 

16:00 - 16:30      Refreshments and AI in Action

STREAM 1 STREAM 2

Agenda
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16:30 SESSION 4
BETTER AND FASTER:  HOW AI CREATES BUSINESS AGILITYAND 
PRODUCTIVITY

Five ways to fix the machine: How ‘convergent relationships’create 
organisations that work 
Frank Nigriello, Director of Corporate Affairs, Unipart Group 

Advances in accessible technologies are moving faster than industry’s ability to utilise 
them effectively. Business leaders used to keeping a firm hand on the tiller are 
increasingly being called upon to shoot the rapids. Yet they, and their companies, are 
increasingly uncertain of their ability to navigate ‘white water’ change.  Not surprising.  
The critical enablers for this white knuckle ride are more complex than even the most 
advanced technologies. They reside in the nature of relationships within companies 
and across their diverse stakeholder networks. This presentation explores how 
companies can develop a culture of ‘convergent relationships’ to support digital 
transformation. It’s an approach that might just help us fix the machine.

•   Fixing the machine – creating organisations that run smoothly at speed and absorb 
     change fast
•   The risks of the ride – how digital transformation gone wrong can erode value 
     chains and threaten market positions
•   Better together – why convergent technologies need convergent relationships
•   A five step fix – a progressive approach to transforming people, technology and 
     business performance

Frank Nigriello is a former journalist, editor and management consultant with a 
background in the IT, logistics and financial services who maintains a strong interest in 
organisational learning and the psychology of influence. In addition to directing 
corporate affairs for the global logistics, manufacturing and consultancy group, Unipart, 
Frank chairs an Oxfordshire-based business innovation network, a cluster of
businesses and schools working in partnership, and the South East Advisory board of 
Business in the Community. He was the Prince of Wales’ Ambassador for Responsible 
Business for two years and recently edited a book profiling more than 50 entrepreneurs 
in Oxfordshire.

STREAM 1 STREAM 2

16:30 SESSION 3
TRANSFORMING CLIENT AND CUSTOMER OPERATIONS:
HOW AI MAKES IT HAPPEN

A Prudential future: How AI is underpinning long term business value for 
one of the world’s biggest insurers
Michael Natusch, Global Head of AI, Prudential

Prudential is one of the world’s insurance industry giants, with 24 million customers 
worldwide and more than £600 billion under management.  In 2015 it commenced a 
digital transformation programme that led to Michael Natusch’s appointment to lead 
its global AI strategy.  Today Prudential is using AI and machine learning to 
revolutionise communications with customers and employees; to accelerate claims 
processing and to nail regulatory compliance.  It’s already seeing the returns in terms 
of cost savings in the £10s of millions and a dramatically improved customer 
experience. Michael’s presentation reveals the commercial realities of AI in insurance 
and encourages CEO’s everywhere to stop listening to consultants and quizzing 
vendors, and to set out on the AI journey right now, using their own resources and 
trusting to their own commercial instincts. Hear him and find out…

•   How Prudential introduced AI to make compliance automatic, repeatable and 
     reliable
•   About the voice-powered robots that have abolished call waiting times and are 
     driving customer acceptance of AI-driven services
•   How Prudential has drastically reduced the cost and resource needed to run its 
     annual employee performance review programmes
•   How AI is helping Prudential close claims quicker and make better decisions 

Michael is the Global Head of AI in the Group Digital team of Prudential plc.  He joined 
Prudential last year from Silicon Valley based Pivotal Labs where he led the Data 
Science team.  He is an expert in the application of AI methods to large-scale, multi-
structured data sets; in particular neural network based deep learning techniques. 
Michael previously founded and sold a ‘Silicon Roundabout’ based startup and has
been a partner in a major consulting firm.  He holds a PhD in theoretical physics from 
the University of Cambridge and is a Fellow of the Royal Statistical Society.

Agenda



Better, faster and ultimately more human.  Why AI is better for PwC’s 
clients, consultants and business performance
Michael Rendell, Head of Innovation and Transformation, PricewaterhouseCoopers

PricewaterhouseCoopers is one of the UK’s most prestigious professional services 
firms, with almost 20,000 seasoned professionals advising blue chip clients in just 
about every industry imaginable.  Few businesses have greater dependence upon or 
respect for human intelligence, knowledge and judgement, yet PwC is farsighted 
enough to rank ‘technology enablement’ among its top five strategic priorities.  In 2014 
it began augmenting human intelligence with AI, adopting evolving technologies to 
accelerate the assimilation of data and to hypothesis solutions to its clients’ problems 
and challenges.  Three years on Michael reflects on the performance benefits and 
investment challenges arising from AI led transformation – and on how PwC’s people 
are learning to collaborate with technology.

•   Collaboration, mutual support and human validation – why the output of machine 
     learning is always validated by human experts – and what humans are learning 
     from that
•   Quality outcomes achieved at speed – how AI is helping PwC do more work better 
     and faster and to bridge the talent gap 
•   Where inspiration comes from – collaborating with tech vendors large and small to 
     stay ahead of the AI curve
•   And the people love it… why PwC’s junior analysts feel liberated by technology that 
     gives them freedom to think big

Leading innovation and transformation Michael is helping PwC reimagine and reinvent 
itself as the world of professional services changes to embrace the new wave of 
technology. He has been responsible for developing and deploying AI within the firm, 
building different talent models and new ways to share and collaborate.  He is a partner 
in the firm and has both established and led its global Human Resources Consulting 
Practice.  He has a strong background in employment matters and talent management 
within financial institutions in particular. 

Never off the shelf. The retailer that’s spearheading bespoke AI and 
robotics solutions to transform operational performance and 
competitiveness
Alex Harvey, Head of Robotics and Autonomous Systems, Ocado

Productivity and agility are constant watchwords for Ocado, the world’s largest online 
only grocery retailer and for Morrisons, the UK’s fourth biggest supermarket. Ocado 
Technology is focused on developing AI and robotics solutions that enable the 
complex warehousing and logistics operations of these UK based and retailers and 
future international players to achieve peak performance with the smallest possible 
footprint, while its workforce is freed from manual tasks to focus on adding value.  
Alex outlines the commercial imperatives for the company’s robotics strategy and 
describes ground breaking initiatives currently in operation and under development.

•   Swarm behaviour – how Ocado’s fleet of robots ensure the densest storage and 
     retrieval system
•   Pick and pack everything – creating robotic systems to deal with a range of 50,000 
     items of every size, shape and texture
•   Horizon 2020 – Ocado’s role in an EU research and innovation programme to 
     develop solutions that reduce the need for warehouse space and make worker-
     robot collaboration a reality
•   Designing tomorrow solutions today – how Ocado’s research activities are forming 
     the cornerstone initiatives from assisted living to robotic deliveries 
     direct to the kitchen 
•   From drawing board to warehouse floor – how Ocado translates its AI vision into 
     commercial practice
•   Power to the people – how Ocado’s drive for robotics strengthens its employment 
     potential

Alex is responsible for all robotics developments for Ocado.  Recent career highlights 
have included the Morrisons ecommerce launch and the successful award of two EU 
Commission funded robotics research projects working with several high profile 
European universities.  Before joining Ocado in 2010 he worked for HGL Dynamics 
developing real time safety monitoring systems for the dynamic analysis of gas 
turbines. He redeveloped the company’s application suite and negotiated, specified and 
managed the delivery of advanced systems for the Royal Navy.   He began his career in 
the aerospace industry, having studied mechanical engineering and computer science 
at Edinburgh University.

STREAM 1 STREAM 2
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24 hours to save the world. In conversation with the Foundation for Responsible Robotics   

“Whether robots will make our world a better place or contribute to its collapse depends on the ethical decisions made by the people and corporations that are innovating robots 
today,” says Noel Sharkey.  

With ethicist Aimee van Wynsberghe he’s established the Foundation for Responsible Robotics to raise and answer serious questions about the robotic revolution that promises to 
enhance human life but – in the minds of many – also threatens to destroy it.    Will science and big business get it right?  Noel and Aimee weigh up the odds.   

The Foundation for Responsible Robotics brings together world leading ethicists, philosophers, scholars, roboticists, writers, scientists and businesses to address the ethical and 
societal implications of robotics and AI.

Noel Sharkey, Emeritus Professor AI and Robotics,
University of Sheffield 

Best known in Britain as head judge on BBC TV’s Robot
Wars Noel has spent decades researching AI, psychology,
robotics and machine learning.  He now spends most of
his time researching the ethical, legal and human rights
issues involved in the use of robots. He is chair elect of
the International Committee for Robot Arms Control
(ICRAC) and has held research and teaching roles at Yale,
Stanford, Essex, Exeter and Sheffield.

Aimee van Wynsberghe, Assistant Professor in Ethics of
Technology, University of Delft

Named one of the 400 most successful women in the
Netherlands, Aimee is a leading robot ethicist. In 2015 she
was awarded a prestigious Veni grant to study the ethical
issues of service robots and her book, ‘Healthcare Robots:
Ethics, design and implementation’ is an essential guide to
robotic developments in this field.

IN CONVERSATION WITH THE FOUNDATION FOR RESPONSIBLE ROBOTICS 
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A leading global IT services company that helps global enterprises reimagine their businesses through
digital technology transformation.  It provides an integrated portfolio of services underlined by its Mode 1-2-3
growth strategy.  

Mode 1. Core services in applications, infrastructure, BPO, engineering and R&D, leveraging DRYiCETM
Autonomics to transform clients' business and IT landscape. 

Mode 2. Experience–centric, outcome-orientated services such as digital and analytics (BEYONDigitalTM),
IoT WorKSTM, cloud and security, utilising DRYiCETM Orchestration to enable enterprise digitalisation. 

Mode 3. Strategy is ecosystem–driven, creating innovative IP–partnerships to build products and platforms
business. HCL leverages its global network of co-innovation labs and delivery capabilities to serve key
industry verticals and, with over 111,000 professionals, creates value for customers by taking 'Relationships
Beyond the Contract'.

www.hcltech.com

DRYiCE showcase

1. DRYiCE Lucy: Lucy is based on the most promising technology in the area of cognitive learning to solve 
problems which require understanding human language and interactions and its ability to mine data from a 
set of documents. Lucy will elevate the user experience to something which the users have not experienced 
ever and result in much better customer CSAT, high rates of resolution and increased business.

2. DRYiCE COPA: Cognitive Orchestrated Process Automation (COPA) is a seamless integration of cognitive 
technologies, advanced analytics and process automation across the front, middle and back office 
respectively to create a unified experience throughout.

3. PEGA RPA: This is showcasing the PEGA RPA capability in automating a Loan Origination Process in a 
banking scenario.

AI in Action - meet our Partners 
Our partners make a valuable contribution to AI & Robotics THE MAIN EVENT and work collaboratively with us as your joint hosts.
Explore opportunities with them at our AI in Action showcase that reveals the transformational potential of new AI and robotics applications.



Creative Virtual showcase

Winner of The Queen’s Awards for Enterprise: Innovation 2017, Creative Virtual’s V-Person™
virtual agent and chatbot technology enables organisations to deliver seamless, personalised,
end-to-end customer engagement. Backed by a flexible knowledge management, workflow
management and business intelligence reporting platform (V-Portal™), our natural language
virtual agents use a unique combination of self-learning and human input to deliver consistent
and reliable support experiences. Get a behind-the-scenes look at the science of conversation to
learn how organisations are improving the customer experience, increasing sales and building
brand loyalty while also reducing support costs.

Creative Virtual is a global leader in AI chatbot technology, knowledge management, and
customer and employee engagement. Our V-Person™ virtual agents currently have over 50
million conversations per year, and that number is rapidly growing. With proven contact
deflection rates of up to 80% and reductions in average call handling time by up to 40% in the
contact centre, our solutions are achieving ROI in less than 12 months. We collaborate with
large enterprises around the world to improve their customer experience while reducing
support costs and increasing revenue.

www.creativevirtual.com

Set in a historic student city, Oxford Brookes is one of the UK's leading universities and
enjoys an international reputation for teaching excellence and innovation as well as strong
links with business and industry. Its Department of Computing and Communication
Technologies blends excellence in teaching and knowledge transfer with world-leading
research in areas that spans Computer Science and Communications.

www.brookes.ac.uk
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Oxford Brookes showcase

Blu – an affordable and adaptable humanoid robotic development and research platform.
Created by Alex Austin, Robotics Engineer at Oxford Brookes University, Blu is currently
being used in conjunction with the university’s teaching and research programmes to create
new robotic applications.  See how Blu supports students working on human-robot
interaction and telepresence.

Nao – small but perfectly formed. A highly programmable humanoid robot produced by
Japanese company Softbank already working in education, leisure and domestic homes. See
how Nao’s emotive interaction skills create engagement.



As an innovation hub and consultancy we’re dedicated to helping organisations stay human, manage change and
build success in digital spaces. We help individuals, teams and organisations to generate authentic dialogue,
provide leadership and create new business solutions by making the best possible use of the fantastic range of
technology that’s available to them now. 

Our client projects are varied, wide-ranging and include:
• Researching the potential of edgy technology to solve business problems
• Making ‘big data’ manageable by creating informative infographics that deliver fresh insights and display trends
• Appraising the value of social engagement tools to enhance productivity
• Playing serious games in virtual environments to get seriously valuable learning outcomes. 

www.strong-enterprises.com 

Gallup delivers analytics and advice to help leaders and organisations solve their most pressing problems.
Combining more than 80 years of experience with its global reach, Gallup knows more about the attitudes and
behaviors of employees, customers, students and citizens than any other organisation in the world. 

www.gallup.com

Zanzi is a digital marketing consultancy whose clients include global, enterprise and SME businesses. We help
organisations grow their business online - whether that means selling more stuff, generating more leads, or
growing their membership.

Organisations we work for typically find they:
• spend a fortune on their website and don’t know if they’re getting value for money
• have a well-established website but it’s not working well on mobile devices
• are not getting enough new leads from their website
• have been burned by ‘digital marketing experts’ and need someone they can trust who can see the whole picture

We make our clients’ websites easier to find, easier to use and easier to measure. We’re dedicated to helping
companies embrace new technologies that develop and grow their businesses in the 21st century.

www.zanzidigital.co.uk

Supporters
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AI & ROBOTICS
A year-long programme of events that deliver a definitive guide

to the transformative business potential of AI and robotics  

The Main Event is the apex of our 2017 programme, which includes Directors’ Forums
on AI in Business Transformation, AI in Customer Engagement and AI Employee Engagement.

AI in Employee
Engagement

Directors’ Forum
23 November 2017

The Shard

AI & Robotics Events are organised by Any questions? Contact christina@cbm.media or +44 (0) 7775 942252

To register for the AI in Employee Engagement Directors’ Forum, or to request
updates of our 2018 programme currently in development, please go to:

www.air.events


